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"back Nude" Marius Woulfart (1905-1991)

250 EUR

Signature : Marius Woulfart (1905-1991)

Period : 20th century

Condition : Bon état

Width : 50 cm

Height : 65 cm

https://www.proantic.com/en/806956-back-nude-marius-woulf

art-1905-1991.html

Dealer

Galerie Gallian
Tableaux & Objets d'art

Tel : 06 28 50 21 17

2 rue du Fort Minique

Valenciennes 59300

Description

Oil on paper.

Signed lower right.

Dimensions: 65 cm x 50 cm

Good condition.

Sold without frame

Marius Woulfart was born on November 7, 1905

He is the son of the Russian painter Max Wulfart.

He qualified as a "sentimental" painter,

influenced by his time but above all by the works

of his father, his only master. He died in 1991

Marcel Sauvage wrote: Woulfart, whose palette is

surprisingly rich, testifies to an increasingly rare

mastery; his portraits are of the first order and

God knows that we have few authentic portrait

painters today; its flowers make for skillfully

blossoming fireworks. He is one of those who

nourish, with strength and brilliance, with



exemplary perseverance, the pictorial material for

the joy and recognition of all true amateurs. His

works appear in numerous institutions and public

collections (numerous purchases by the State and

the City of Paris): Montreal museum (Canada),

Palm Beach museum (Florida), Tarbes, Dax,

Agen, Auch museums, Périgueux, Angoulême, as

well as in prestigious private collections both in

France and abroad: Charpentier, Drouant,

Florence Gould, Princess of Monaco ...

Distinctions: - 1970: First prize and gold medal

XIe salon Grasse. - 1971: First prize drawing

salon Grasse. - 1972: First prize for the

International trade fair. - 1973: Medal of the city

of Mantes-La-Jolie. - 1978: Gold medal from the

city of Grandville. - Knight of Arts and Letters. -

Knight of Arts, Sciences and Letters. Exhibitions:

- Salon d'Automne in Paris. - Biennial of Menton.

- Wellington Gallery, Montreal (Canada). -

Wellington Gallery, Montreal (England). -

Galerie Juarez, Palm Beach (Florida). - Galerie

du Vieux Colombier (Paris). - Galerie Georges V

(Paris). - Galerie des Champs Elysées (Paris). -

Gréco Gallery (Bordeaux). - Page Gallery

(Bayonne). - Galerie OEillet (Toulouse). - Galerie

Négresco (Nice). - Palais de la Méditerranée

(Nice). - Bonnefon Gallery (Perpignan). -

Museum of Auch (Gers). - Museum of the castle

of Nérac. - Bastion St-André Museum (Antibes).

- Many galleries in Cannes. - International Center

of Grasse.

Shipping: secure packaging by registered

Colissimo with insurance, for mainland France:

EUR 15 (other countries: contact us)


